
  Shockingly Sticky Science! 

  

Wacky Watts! 
ZAAAAAP!! Check out this awesome class it’s absolutely electrifying!! Explore electricity with 

hair-raising experiments from creating indoor lighting to creating our electrostatic generator! If that 

doesn’t charge you with static, making your very own static tube to take home will!! Don’t miss out 

this is going to be… SHOCKING!!!!! 

 

Slippin’ Slime! 
Slippery, slimy, and stretchy!  We are jumping into the world of polymers, which are all 

things stretchy!! Find out what things you use every day are actually polymers, as you pull, 

stretch, bend, and yank!!  Join us as we stretch it out with gooey slime!! 

 

Hot, Hot, Heat! 
Let’s heat things up a bit!!! In this hot class we will explore heat and all the uses in our wide world!! We will 

witness a mini-rocket launch, and shape shift as we explore the states of matter!! Can’t stand the heat? Well you better 

stick around at the end of this class we will explain the science behind cotton candy and you will get to make some of 

your very own to take home and eat! 

 

Lights ... Color... Action!  
Join as we explore the inner workings of light and brighten up your knowledge! Build you 

very own Newton color wheel and attend a fantastic chemical energy display! Then we will 

heat things up as we dive into fire and soar with indoor fireworks!! This class will wow, and 

amaze you! Join as we lighten things up with Lights...Color...Action!!! 

 

Magnetic Magic! 
You will be drawn to this class!!!!! We will investigate the magic of magnets with 

experiments guaranteed to grab your attention. Make your own compass using iron fillings to 

and let it lead you to testing for magnetic fields and building an electro-magnet!! Don’t put 

that compass down just yet; you will need it as you take home your very own Magnetic 

Maze!! Join us, as we explore in magnetic magnitude!!!!!! 

 

Sonic Sound-Off!! 
Faster than a speeding bullet... it’s… it’s… SOUND!!!!  Listen up as we create all different kind of crazy 

sounds using everyday things!!!!! Learn how sound travels in waves and witness the drill wave!!!! Hear 

the vibrations as you take home your very own Humming Toy!!! Hey DJ! Lay that beat down 

as we create sonic sounds!!!! 

 

Tantalizing Taste! 
Sink your teeth into this class as we take a lick at exploring our taste buds!! 

Eyes, and ears and taste buds oh my!!! We will explore our senses and 

compare them to how our tongue works as we try the Mad Science Taste test 

challenge, and create our very own Soda Pop!!! Don’t miss this class it promises 

to be tasty! 

 

Incredible Illusions! 
In this class you will need to keep all of your wits as we explore optical illusions! 

Build your very own periscope, while learning how the human mind works, reflect what you have learned as you 

watch images shape shift before your very eyes!  Can this class be for real? Or is it all in your mind?  Lets’ find out! 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parents, 

Our School has made arrangements with Mad Science, an enrichment organization, to 

provide an ALL NEW after-school science program at Ridge Elementary, starting 

January 2016. In the Mad Science club, students are introduced to science using a 

hands-on inquiry-based approach in a fun and entertaining way. The cost is $100 per 

child for 5 sessions which includes all materials and an awesome take-home item 

EVERY week! Please see reverse side for a detailed program summary and 

registration.   

The club will meet one hour weekly, for 5 weeks.  Class size will range from a 
minimum of thirteen to a maximum of twenty children. Enrollment is open to 
grades K-5 and is offered strictly on a first-come, first-serve basis. Please look 
at the days and dates carefully, as there are no makeup classes for 
individual absences. Makeup classes will only be scheduled for cancelled 
classes. 

 

Enrollment is open to grades K - 5 and is on a first-come, first-served basis. Sessions 

fill up quickly so be sure to  REGISTER YOUR CHILD ONLINE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!! 
 

Please note that you are to pick up your child from the designated door at the end of 

each session – children will not be released without parent/guardian. 

Classes will meet on Thursdays from 3:15 PM to 4:15 PM.  

Session begins January 28, 2016 with subsequent classes will take place on the 

same day/time on:  

2/4, 2/11, 2/18, 2/25  barring no cancellations. 

Registration will be handled directly by Mad Science of Northeast NJ’s 

ONLINE WEBSITE on a first-come, first-serve basis.  Please log on to 

northeastnj.madscience.org to register for the After School Program 
 

Registration Deadline: 
 January 22, 2016 
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